
MODULE 4, SESSION 2 

How to Write a Strong Hook 



What You’ll Learn: 
»  What works and what doesn’t work for your book’s hooks  
»  Four ways to write headlines that get readers invested  
»  How emotions and sound factor into hooks that result in the 

sale  



Headline No-Nos 
»  They’re too long  
»  They’re all about plot and not about character 
»  They don’t raise the stakes from beginning to end  
»  They don’t “roll off the tongue”  
»  They don’t make sense to an average reader in your genre  



Effective Headlines Must… 
»  Appeal to readers in your genre 
»  Flow rhythmically   
»  End on the strongest word or concept  
»  Leave them wanting more  



Type of Headlines 
»  The 3 Sentence System  
»  In a World… 
»  The Impossible Choice 
»  Problem? Solution 
»  Something Else Entirely  



The 3 Sentence System 
»  Choose three elements of fiction  
»  Plot, Setting, Character, Conflict, Symbol, Point of View 
»  Usually it’s Character, Conflict, Plot or Setting 
»  A boy wizard. A murderous villain. Only one of them can 

survive… 



You can narrow down to one word each 
»  Innocence. Murder. Revenge. 
»  Three-word headlines are not a requirement 
»  Great for romance, plots with antagonists, memoirs, and heroic 

journeys  



In a World… 
»  You fill in the movie trailer blank, “In a world…”  
»  One man’s revolt could change the nation. 
»  Nuclear fallout was only the beginning.  
»  Running is their only chance of survival.  
»  Works well for thrillers, horror, and other high-concept plots 



The Impossible Choice 
»  Pit two terrible options against one another 
»  Would you murder your wife to save your daughter? 
»  What if your dream life made the world a living hell? 
»  Would you choose a million dollar prize if it killed an innocent man?  
»  Works well for thrillers, horror, literary fiction, paranormal  



Problem? Solution.  
»  Appeal to readers looking to solve a problem 
»  Worried about paying the bills? Discover a method for doubling your money in 

half the time.  
»  Is your baby keeping you up all night, every night? Learn how to get both of 

you to fall asleep in less than a week.  
»  Struggling to keep up in a fast-paced world? Make the one simple change that 

will accelerate your productivity forever.  
»  Nonfiction, self-help, instructional 



Beyond the System 
»  These aren’t the only options 
»  You can also combine these into some kind of hybrid 
»  Start with the four systems, but be willing to branch out once 

you learn them  



Your First Guess Isn’t Right  
»  Even if you’re good, your first attempt won’t be perfect 
»  You have to create 20 ideas to find one good one 
»  Remember the potential for major career success as you fight 

the good fight 



Every Word and Sound Matters 
»  Most headlines will be 20 words or less 
»  Unnecessary (or less powerful) words need to go 
»  If it sounds clunky, wording needs to change 
»  When a supernatural conflict arises, one dorky teenager must 

rise to the challenge.  
»  When supernatural war strikes, a nerdy teen will rise.  



No Emotions, No Sale  
»  This is your opportunity to get readers excited  
»  If you don’t feel anything, potential customers won’t either  
»  Keep plugging away until you notice “the feels”  



Be OYFOL 
»  The best way to determine if your copy works… 
»  Is to be On Your Feet Out Loud when you read it  
»  Helps you catch errors and find areas for improvement   



Recap  
»  Headlines must be short, pleasing to the ear, and emotionally 

charged  
»  The Four Systems: 3 Sentence, In a World, Impossible Choice, 

and Problem? Solution. 
»  Every word and sound matters  
»  Read it out loud to make it better  


